Localwesome pizza
How to craft your own unique & awesome pizzas
from local ingredients all through the year.

Jon Spee

Cover: A summer pizza featuring fresh garden tomatoes atop a simple base of fresh pesto with a bit of mozzarella in between.
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INTRODUCTION

F

or as long as I can remember pizza has been my favorite food. Okay, so that doesn’t really set me apart
from anyone. So what makes me qualified to write about pizza? Well my love for pizza borders on
obsession. Not just obsession with eating pizza, but obsession with making it and a desire for constant
improvement in making it.
Since college pizza has been my go-to choice when asked what to make for dinner. It’s possible that I would
happily choose to make pizza for every meal. I don’t, but it seems to find its way into our weekly meal plan
almost every week. However, over the years the pizza has evolved considerably.
Recently I’ve felt like I’m at a new level of pizza making that greatly surpasses all previous pizza-making
abilities I thought I had. (Don’t worry, this optimism and self-confidence goes up and down, changing with the
seasons and my pizzas).
I think this pizza-making consciousness is developing all over North America right now, because just when I
think of something I’ll notice that someone else has just posted the same idea on their totally awesome food
blog.
Most likely it’s happening because many of us are being influenced by the same big names in the food world,
people like bread writer Peter Reinhart, food system critic and thinker Michael Pollan, and well-known vegan
food blogger Angela Liddon.
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I think for many of us, we’d like to become artisans embracing age-old traditions, ones that start in the home,
making wonderful foods from scratch with our hands, and sharing that knowledge with those around us. This is
at least part of what has influenced me in my quest for bringing the perfect pizza into my own home.

This story really starts before I began reading and thinking about food. In the summer of 2002 I got a job as a
delivery boy at Brewery City Pizza in Olympia, Washington. Brewery City is a local pizza joint that started just
down the road from the Olympia Beer Brewery (when it was still in business).
It’s still a great restaurant, with local craft beers on tap and pizza with a nice chewy crust, thick toppings and
lots of delicious sauce. I loved working there; I ate way too much pizza, got to drive around listening to music,
meeting all sorts of people while delivering, and learned the basics of pizza making.
While I didn’t learn much about making the dough at Brewery City, I did gain a few insights into designing
pizza toppings, starting with advice like “Don’t center-load it, or you’ll get a mushy middle!”
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The author as a young delivery boy.

At the time I thought being adventurous with
pizza toppings meant adding tomatoes and
pineapple to a pepperoni pizza (it’s really
good). And for years after working there my
favorite pizza was based on Brewery City’s
Pomodoro which featured a base of sundried
tomato cream cheese topped with finely diced
tomatoes and red onions that had marinated in
olive oil and basil. I’ve slowly dropped out the
cream cheese in favor of a thin layer of pesto
and tomato sauce or even just olive oil, but the
basic recipe remains the same, featuring
tomatoes and basil in their wonderful
partnership.

Let’s be real now, if you’re reading this (which maybe you’ve skimmed your way to this point) you are curious
about what I have to say about making up your own pizza recipes featuring local ingredients. And while we’re
talking about being real, what could be more “real food” than a seasonal meal, made completely from scratch
featuring fresh local ingredients?
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I am not a chef, nor do I consider myself a recipe developer. But I do enjoy trying new things and am not afraid
to experiment. Some recent pizza creations around here at The Local Kitchener Headquarters (our house) are
experiments that came about after some quick internet searching. Not searching for pizza recipes, but for
ingredient combinations. During asparagus and rhubarb season I decided to see if anyone had ever cooked
these two foods together. Indeed, a few people had, so I took their idea and threw it on top of a pizza. It was
great. Now I know that the two vegetables that emerge as the first perennial foods of the year can go together
on an awesome local pizza!
This happens pretty much every time pizza night coincides with an abundance of a fresh local fruit or vegetable.
In the middle of the summer we bought a huge box of apricots. We ate them fresh, froze them, dehydrated
them, and still had more to use. So once again, I searched for possible recipes using apricots. Eventually I
found that apricots were often paired with cardamom. On the pizza it went, and once again, it turned out
awesome!
So it seems there is not much of a secret when it comes to creating new pizza recipes, you just need to have an
ingredient that you might not consider putting on a pizza and a desire to experiment. However, this is the
inspiration stage, this will not guarantee a delicious pizza.

It makes me sad when people don’t like crust. Well, maybe not sad, but definitely frustrated. It’s my favorite
part of the pizza. If you’re eating pizza and you don’t enjoy the crust then maybe you need to make a better
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crust for that pizza. I find that the key to making a crust is less about the ingredients and recipe and more about
the preparation and cooking temperature. Essentially it’s about time.

In many pizza recipes the time aspect gets flipped. They make the dough too quickly and cook it too slowly.
Try reversing that—make your dough slowly and cook it quickly—and you’ll get a pizza with much better
texture (referred to by bread bakers as “crumb”) and flavor.
Making a dough slowly doesn’t have to mean more work for you, it’s really just spreading out the work over a
longer period of time. This gives the dough time to develop better flavor and strength, resulting in a better
pizza!
Once the foundation—the crust—for the pizza is delicious, it’s time to figure out how to accompany that
wonderful flatbread with something amazing on top. The most classic pizza, the margarita, which can be found
on the menu of any decent Italian pizzeria, keeps things so simple, in fact there’s hardly anything on the pizza.
Just a few globs of tomato sauce, some pieces of mozzarella, and fresh basil. Or use fresh tomatoes in place of
the sauce and a light drizzling of olive oil.
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This pizza is delicious and uncomplicated. Its wonderful flavor rests on the individual components being
absolutely delicious—the best crust, the tastiest tomatoes, the richest mozzarella, the freshest basil—and when
they come together in their simplicity they create a perfect pizza.

The same can be done with any combination of ingredients, the key is choosing high quality ingredients that are
local, in season, and fresh. Clearly that’s easiest if you have a garden, but if you don’t then you need to get
down to your farmers’ market and make friends with a few farmers!
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T ECHNIQUES
It’s worth noting that anytime I set out to learn something new I’m never content to just have a basic
knowledge. Rather I want to continue learning and never stop. Thus my pizza making has always seemed like
a work in progress, never quite getting where I wanted to be. Although that is a fairly annoying characteristic of
who I am it has at least helped me to be able to make pizzas that I get excited about eating.
So how can my annoying characteristics help you make better pizzas? Well, maybe you already make awesome
pizzas—if that’s the case then go ahead and skip ahead to the recipes! Otherwise stick with me for a bit more,
then we’ll be ready to start baking.

I’ve already said this but maybe it didn’t stick: you can’t have great pizza without great crust. You might have
quick pizza, which sometimes is good, but it’s rarely great. So what does it take to get great crust? You’re
going to need to embrace living life a bit slower. For starters you’re going to need to plan pizza night at least a
few hours in advance.
In the morning you say to yourself, “I’d like pizza for dinner.” So instead of musing about what to put on it go
right now and make your dough. The recipe will make a dough that seems very wet. That’s okay, it’s what you
want. That extra moisture will make for a dough with more potential to stretch and grow, as well as more
moisture to help it expand in the oven. You’re also going to have to stay home for a while because you’re not
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just going to leave the dough, you’re going to visit it every 30-40 minutes to check it’s progress and give it a
good stretching to help develop the gluten and work air into the dough to help the yeast do their thing (eating
and burping…). Eventually you’ll leave the dough alone and will transfer it to the fridge. It can stay in the
fridge for anywhere from a few hours to a few days. Thus you don’t actually have to do this in the morning,
you could do the whole stretching of the dough a night or two before pizza night. Although the process
seemingly takes longer than “normal” (mediocre) pizza dough, it’s also less work because there’s no kneading
of the dough and you have the luxury of making it well in advance before you actually need it (no pun
intended).
The final step in making a good pizza crust is to never (never ever) use a rolling pin. That will surely result in a
very thin and dense pizza crust, with very few of those beautiful crunchy bubbles that awesome pizza has.
Therefore you will stretch the dough, rather than rolling it. The process is fairly straight-forward but I highly
recommend this video.
Also I absolutely recommend a peel, which is a large wooden or metal spatula that you use to transfer the pizza
to the oven. Our family prefers the super peel, which has a cloth belt wrapped around it that works like a
conveyor belt to gently transfer the pizza from one destination to the next—find one here.
But transfer the pizza to what in the oven? A pizza stone. You can cook good pizza on a pan or baking sheet,
but not awesome pizza. The stone holds all the heat of the oven and transfers it immediately to the pizza, giving
you the wonderful bubbly crust that will make the whole eating experience incredible. The best ones can
handle the super high heat of a grill too: this is our third, and favorite!
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1. (Pre-heat the oven as hot as it will go). Take your dough, dip it in some flour to coat both sides.
2. Throw it on the counter and press it down from the center outward, but do not press down the outer ½ inch
too much (it will be the crust!).
3. Use one hand to turn the dough and the other to stretch it, begin stretching and turning the dough, pulling it
slowly outward in a circle, but leaving the outer edge.
4. Pick up the dough and support it with both of your fists. Let the dough fall around your fists and move
them apart, slowly stretching the dough more.
5. When the dough is the size you desire—about 10-14 inches generally—cover your peel with a bit more
flour or corn meal and lay the dough on it.
6. Add your sauce, being careful to not “center load” it, as I was warned years ago. A light layer of cheese
usually goes next, followed by your ingredients, being careful not to pile them on top of each other too
thickly, or else the pizza will not cook evenly.
7. Use the peel to slide the pizza onto the very hot stone in the oven, and bake until it’s bubbly and the cheese
begins to turn gold!
8. Remove the pizza using the peel or a pizza pan and allow it to cool for a minute or two before slicing.
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L OCALWESOME P IZZA R ECIPES
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“Q UICK IS G OOD ” D OUGH
Total time needed: 1 hour
Yield: 2-3 crusts

1 ½ cups whole wheat flour
1 ½ cups white flour
1 ½ cups water
2 tsp. instant yeast

1 tsp. salt
1-2 tbsp. olive oil
Extra white flour, add as kneaded (haha)

Mix all the ingredients together. Add the extra white flour as you are mixing until the dough can no longer be
mixed and requires kneading. However, do not knead the dough. Let it rest for 10 minutes.
After 10 minutes grab an edge of the dough and pull it over itself. Turn the dough and do this to all the sides of
the dough. This is called “stretching and folding,” and should be done 2 more times, with 10-15 minutes in
between. After a final rest of 10-15 minutes, divide the dough into 2 or 3 equal pieces and shape into balls.
Let the dough rest once more before proceeding with the making of the pizza.
Return to recipes index
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“S LOW IS B ETTER ” D OUGH
Total time needed: 2-4 hours or overnight
Yield: 2-3 crusts

1 ½ cups whole wheat flour
1 ½ cups white flour
1 ½ cups water
½ tsp. instant yeast

1 tsp. salt
1-2 tbsp. olive oil
Extra white flour, add as needed

Mix all the ingredients together. Add the extra white flour as you are mixing until the dough can no longer be
mixed and requires kneading. However, do not knead the dough. Let it rest for 30 minutes.
Over the course of 2-3 hours do a series of stretch-and-folds every 30 minutes or so. The dough will develop
strength and flavor during this process. Finally divide the dough into 2 or 3 equal pieces and shape into balls.
Cover the dough balls and let them rest at room temperature until they have almost doubled in size before
proceeding with the making of the pizza. Alternatively they can be placed in an oiled container and refrigerated
overnight or for two days. Allow them to come to room temperature before proceeding with pizza making.
Return to recipes index
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T HE B EET G OES O N ( THE P IZZA )
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In the winter we run out of fresh things to put on pizza. Or so it seems. In reality we don’t run out of fresh
things, we just think that we do. Thanks to their wonderful storage abilities we can eat “fresh” vegetables all
winter long, things like carrots, leeks, onions, cabbage, potatoes, winter squash and pumpkins… and of course
beets! All of these storage vegetables can become toppings for pizza.

1 medium beet, peeled and sliced ¼ inch thick
1 tbsp. butter
1 potato, sliced into thin rounds
1-2 green onions, diced
your favorite tomato-based pizza sauce

3-4 tbsp. olive oil
mozzarella cheese, shredded
very sharp cheddar (preferably 1 year or older!)
pizza dough

Put the beets in a pot with enough water to cover them and boil for 15 minutes. Remove from heat, drain the
water and add the butter with a dash of salt. Meanwhile bake the potatoes on a lightly oiled baking sheet until
just beginning to turn golden. Stretch the dough, top with tomato sauce and a thin layer of mozzarella, then
arrange the beets, baked potatoes rounds, and green onions on top of the cheese. Using a fork, crumble the
sharp cheddar over the pizza (alternatively you can use blue cheese). Bake as hot as your oven will allow. The
pizza is done when the cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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L ES C HAMPIGNIONS
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Okay, so just so you’re not too confused, as far as I know champignions is a meaningless word I just made up
when trying to name this pizza. Les Champignions is a mushroom and onion pizza. It’s also a champion of
simple pizzas. See what I did there? Don’t worry, I’m only just learning French, and can’t make endless puns.
Anywho, this is a go-to for our family that was first cooked for me by my friend Eric. The key is to let the
mushrooms and onions caramelize into sweet oblivion prior to throwing them on top of the pizza.

1 large onion, cut in half and sliced into thin crescents
1-2 cups mushrooms, sliced ¼ inch thick
your favorite tomato-based pizza sauce
3-4 tbsp. olive oil
mozzarella cheese, shredded
pizza dough

Heat the olive oil in pan over medium-high heat. Add the sliced onions and mushrooms and fry for 10-15
minutes, stirring every few minutes. Meanwhile prepare your dough by stretching it out and topping it with a
layer of pizza sauce and covering this with a layer of mozzarella. When the onions and mushrooms are very
caramelized use a spatula to transfer them to the pizza. Bake as hot as your oven will allow. The pizza is done
when the cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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K OHLRABI R OBERTSON
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This pizza is my tribute to a great musician. At the same time it’s also my tribute to an awesome vegetable that
I was happily just introduced to by our CSA. One thing I always loved about The Band, of which Robbie
Robertson was an integral—and Canadian—part, was the way they took traditional sounds, styles, and
instruments and used them in non-traditional ways. The same can be said of this pizza… well kind of.

½ kohlrabi, sliced thinly
1-2 heads bok choy, prettiest leaves reserved for
pizza topping
3-4 large kale leaves
2-3 tbsp. oil

2-3 tbsp. goat cheese
¼ cup walnuts
½ cup mozzarella, cut in thin pieces or shredded
salt and pepper
1 tbsp. crushed red peppers

While the oven preheats, roast the sliced kohlrabi on a lightly oiled baking sheet, cooking it until it is beginning
to turn golden brown on the edges. Make the pesto by pureeing the bok choy (reserving the prettiest leaves that
will go on top of the pizza), kale, oil, goat cheese, walnuts, and a teaspoon of salt.
Stretch the pizza dough and spread the pesto over the dough. Top with the sliced mozzarella, leaving gaps
between the cheese to let the pesto show. Top this with the roasted kohlrabi, the extra bok choy leaves, a bit of
salt and pepper, and the crushed red peppers. Bake as hot as your oven will allow. The pizza is done when the
cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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T HE G EORGIAN
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This was one of our family’s first Localwesome Pizza creations. While living in Georgia the idea came to us to
put two of the state’s most well-known foods on a pizza. With a little goat cheese the resulting pizza became a
standard for us, only occasionally being replaced by other fruit pizzas.

1 peach, quartered and pitted, then cut into ¼ inch slices
½ cup pecans, lightly toasted in a frying pan over medium heat until fragrant (3-4 minutes)
½ cup goat cheese (chevre)
olive oil
mozzarella cheese, shredded
pizza dough

Stretch pizza dough and drizzle it lightly with olive oil. Cover with a thin layer of mozzarella cheese. Top the
cheese with the peach slices and toasted pecans. Use a fork to crumble the goat cheese over everything. Bake
as hot as your oven will allow. The pizza is done when the cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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T HE B LUEPLE
I enjoyed a variation of it first at Ramblin’ Jacks in my hometown, Olympia, Washington when I was 17. I
actually was almost unwilling to try the pizza. However, I wanted to impress a girl so I said I’d have a bite.
Then I finished the piece. Then I asked for more. Then I realized I was ready to quit being a picky eater. I
haven’t looked back.

1 green apple (or any apple), cored and sliced very thinly
½ cup walnuts, lightly candied (fry them with 2 tbsp. honey, and 1 tbsp. butter for 5 minutes, stirring)
Olive oil
Mozzarella cheese, grated
¼ - ½ cup blue (or gorgonzola cheese to make it more Italian)

After slicing the apple and candying the walnuts, stretch your dough, drizzle it lightly with olive oil, cover with
a thin layer of mozzarella, and then arrange the apples on top. Sprinkle the candied walnuts over the apples,
then use a fork to crumble the blue cheese on top of everything. Bake as hot as your oven will allow. The pizza
is done when the cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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B UTTERNUT THE S AGE
Butternut is a wise choice for any locavore. Yes it’s delicious, but more importantly it seems to have a
ridiculously long shelf life. As I write this I can picture the perfect cucurbita moschata sitting on the shelf
downstairs and it’s April already! Still, most people use up their squash in the fall, and this recipe is listed as a
fall recipe. That’s because you need the sage! Put it all together and you’ve got a lovely fall pizza.

1-2 cups peeled and diced butternut squash
5-10 sage leaves, chopped up into small pieces
local oil

Salt and pepper
Mozzarella cheese
¼ - ½ cup goat cheese, crumbled

Preheat the oven to 400. Toss the squash with the sage, oil, salt and pepper and roast until the squash is just
beginning to soften. Stretch the dough and drizzle a thin layer of oil on it. Spread it out then top with the
mozzarella and roasted squash. Finally add the crumbled goat cheese. Bake as hot as your oven will allow.
The pizza is done when the cheese is bubbling and beginning to turn gold.
Return to recipes index
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M ORE I DEAS
 Asparagus and canned tomatoes
 Rhubarb, candied nuts, goat cheese
 Baby kale tossed in balsamic vinegar and oil,
garlic, aged cheese

 Pumpkin spice with a soft cheese
 Pear and gorgonzola
 Sweet peppers, caramelized onions, garlic,
crushed spicy red peppers

 Any summer fruit usually goes well with some
goat cheese and an appropriate spice
 Zucchini, tomato, pesto
 Broccoli, mushroom, and multiple types of
cheese

 Leek, canned tomatoes, roasted parsnips
 Roasted root veggies with rosemary or other
herbs
 Frozen broccoli, frozen peppers, onions, feta

Return to recipes index
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C ONCLUSION
This is not so much the end as a beginning.
The whole idea behind Local Awesome Pizza is that limiting yourself to local ingredients means your pizza will
be dynamic and exciting all year long.
Some creations will be better than others but all will be healthy and delicious! When it comes to pizza, I think
an old friend of mine has summed it up pretty nicely:

“
’

”

Thanks for reading, now go make and eat some pizza! And for more pizza ideas be sure to check out the
various creations we’ve shared previously on The Local Kitchener.
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